
1 Problem set 04

1.1 General problem set policies (unchanged)

• Fill out the online cover sheet for each assignment to name your collaborators, list resources you
used, and estimate the time you spent on the assignment.

• You’re welcome to use Mathematica for as much or as little as you like of the assignment. If you
do use Mathematica, please submit your notebook on Canvas when you submit your writeup. If
you use another plotting system, acknowledge that system in the cover sheet and also in the part
of the problem where you used it.

• Collaboration is encouraged on all assignments. At the same time, your individual written work
for this class should be your own. You are expected not to consult outside solutions or solution
manuals, not to read the completed solutions of your classmates, and not to copy your solutions
directly from common work. You are encouraged to discuss the mathematics and to work out the
math together. Then put away or erase joint work before writing up your solution. In addition, if
you believe your work is incorrect, please do show it to your classmates and the teaching staff. If
you believe your solution to be correct then go ahead and discuss or describe your solution, without
actually showing your written work to others.

1.2 Problem set length (feedback in the system)

Please email me at if you’re working on the problem set and there are signs that it will likely run beyond
6-7 hours of your time. (It is helpful to have this information on Tuesday or Wednesday).

1.3 Problem set

• This is an individual homework, so submit an individual writeup.

1. (6.1.4) Let ẋ = y, ẏ = x(1 + y) − 1.

(a) Find the fixed points of this system and classify them. Sketch the nullclines, the vector field,
and a possible phase portrait. Sketch phase portraits for −3 < x, y < 3. Your hand-drawn
phase portrait should show the linear behavior that you’ve found for each of the fixed points
and then should link these linear pictures together so that no trajectories cross.

(b) Make two phase portraits using computational tools, one for −3 < x, y < 3 and one for −30 <
x, y < 30. Using pplane, Mathematica, or another tool is just fine, but cite it here.

(c) On the −30 < x, y < 30 phase portrait, there are a few features of the flow that become
visible. Explain the existence of the nearly vertical trajectories and identify the curve that
many trajectories approach in forwards time (for x � −1) or in backwards time (for x � 1). In
addition, see if you can find a way to approximate the quadratic curves formed by trajectories
that pass through x = 0.

2. (6.4.6) Consider the two species model

Ṅ1 =r1N1(1 −N1/K1) − b1N1N2

Ṅ2 =r2N2(1 −N2/K2) − b2N1N2.

(a) How would the population of each species evolve in time if the other were extinct?

(b) Nondimensionalize the model, showing your steps. Provide formulas for each variable or param-
eter that you define. Assume that each population has its own units, so number of rabbits and
number of sheep are considered two different units here.

(c) Analyze the system, showing your analysis. Show that there are four qualitatively different
phase portraits in terms of long-term behavior of the system.

For some of the fixed points you can write the trace in terms of the determinant of the fixed
point, which can be a productive step to take if you’re think about different scenarios for the
stability of the fixed point. In addition, the fact that for a, b, c, d > 0 the inequalities a < b and
c < d imply that ac < bd might also be helpful to know for this problem.
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(d) Find conditions under which the two species stably coexist. Explain the biological meaning
of these conditions. The carrying capacities reflection competition within a species, while the
interaction terms reflect competition between species.

3. (6.4.11) Vasquez and Redner (2004, p. 8489) mention a highly simplified model of political opinion
dynamics consisting of a population of leftists, rightists, and centrists. The leftists and rightists
never talk to each other; they are too far apart politically to even begin a dialogue. But they do talk
to the centrists. This is how opinion change occurs. Whenever an extremist of either type talks with
a centrist, one of them convinces the other to change his or her mind, with the winner depending on
the sign of the parameter r. If r > 0 the extremist always wins and persuades the centrist to move
to that end of the spectrum. If r < 0 the centrists always wins and pulls the extremist to the middle.
The model’s governing equations are

ẋ = rxz

ẏ = ryz

ż = −rxz − ryz

where x, y, and z are the relative fractions of rightists, leftists, and centrists, respectively, in the
population.

(a) Show that the set x + y + z = 1 is invariant. What does this invariant represent in the context
of the model?

(b) Use the invariant to reduce this to a two variable system from the three variable system.

(c) Analyze the long term behavior predicted by the model for both positive and negative values of
r.

(d) Interpret the results in political terms.

4. (Thinking about projects) This week, find three resources related to your current project interest.
These might be articles (journal articles or popular articles), data sets, web pages, book chapters,
tutorials, or could possibly come in other forms. If there is an relevant post already on Piazza (search
on “project” to find posts with the project tag) then add a followup discussion post describing the
resources you’ve found. If you need to make a new post, make sure to give it a descriptive name.
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